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The Organization Team

- **Data Chair**
  - Fabricio Benevenuto, UFMG, Brazil

- **Web Chair**
  - Sagar Joglekar, KCL, UK
  - Garimella Kiran, Aalto University, Finland

- More getting onboard…
The Theme

- **Hyper-Society** covers digital humanities and connecting/connected people
- **Hyper-Data** covers connected things on the documents, Web, and IoT
- **Hyper-Media** covers connected traditional and non-traditional media

- Three themes with single track
The Keynote

- Seth Stephens-Davidowitz
- Author
The City: Towson – Baltimore

- Eastern coast of Maryland
- Airports
  - Baltimore Int’l Airport (BWI)
    - ~ 30 min
  - Washington Dulles Airport
    - ~ 90 min
  - Washington National Airport
    - ~ 70 min
Artscape Festival

Baltimore Caribbean Festival
Artscape Festival

Chesapeake Crab & Beer Festival
The Venue: Towson University
The Venue: Smith Hall Auditorium
Collaboration with Journal

ACM Transactions on the Web (TWEB)

publishes refereed articles reporting the results of research on Web content, applications, use, and related enabling technologies.

- ACM TWEB
  - Selected papers from HT18 will be invited to submit an extension
  - Will be reviewed in a fast-tracked process by the same reviewers of HT 18